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The following are suggestions for how Colorado could enable ranked voting through 
legislation and regulations.  These suggestions are based on the experience with ranked 
voting in California and in part reflect recommendations of Californians for Electoral 
Reform 1 (CfER), discussions among members of CfER, and the work of the San Francisco 
Voting System Task Force 2.  I am available to provide additional information about any of 
these suggestions.

 1  Types of ranked voting
 1.1  For contests with a single winner: Instant Runoff Voting (IRV), a.k.a. Ranked 

Choice Voting (RCV)
 1.2  For contests with multiple winners, for example several positions on a city 

council:  choice voting, a.k.a. Single Transferable Vote (STV)
 1.2.1  Supports proportional representation
 1.2.2  Weighted inclusive Gregory method (WIGM), using fractional vote 

transfers and Droop threshold is recommended
 2  Examples of features and implementation language

 2.1  San Francisco Charter 3

 2.2  Oakland Charter 4

 2.3  California AB 1121 5

 2.4  California Secretary of State IRV Guidelines 6

 2.5  Minneapolis Charter and ordinances 7 8

 2.6  Proportional Representation Foundation 9

 3  Allowable number of rankings
 3.1  Encourage implementations that allow voters to rank all listed candidates and 

at least one write-in candidate for each winner to be elected
 3.2  Where logistical considerations or voting system constraints limit voters to 

fewer allowed rankings
 3.2.1  More rather than fewer allowable rankings enable greater voter choice 
 3.2.2  At a minimum, each voter should be allowed to rank at least three 

candidates, including at least two write-in candidates.
 4  Implementation choices for vote counting

 4.1  Specify how to count exceptional ranking situations
 4.1.1  Undervote rankings (preference levels that are not marked)
 4.1.2  Overvote rankings (preference levels that mark more than one candidate
 4.1.3  Duplicate rankings (same candidate ranked at more than one preference 

level)
 4.1.4  Unqualified write-in candidates – California election law only recognizes 

qualified (certain pre-declared) write-in candidates
 4.2  Criteria for what is the last round using IRV

 4.2.1  When one candidate has majority of continuing votes
 4.2.1.1  Can reduce effort of manual counts

 4.2.2  When there are only two candidates remaining 
 4.2.2.1  Can better show full size of majority win

 4.3  Simultaneous eliminations (defeating or eliminating more than one candidate 
simultaneously in a round)
 4.3.1  Is it allowed, and if so is it required or optional (recommended).
 4.3.2  Use of simultaneous eliminations:

 4.3.2.1  Reduces the number of rounds
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 4.3.2.2  Reduces efforts of manual counts
 4.3.2.3  Makes presentation of results more compact
 4.3.2.4  Avoids intervention to resolve inconsequential ties
 4.3.2.5  Facilitates early reporting of preliminary results before manually 

examining ballots for write-in candidates with low vote totals
 4.3.2.6  Increases somewhat the complexity of counting algorithm

 4.3.3  If the intent is that simultaneous eliminations never change who the 
winners are, be careful with choice voting that appropriate conditions are 
met: 
 4.3.3.1  Enough continuing candidates remain to have enough winners
 4.3.3.2  If all of the votes for all the candidates being simultaneously 

defeated and all of the undistributed surplus, if any, were transferred to 
any one of the candidates being simultaneously defeated, that candidate 
would still have the lowest vote total of any continuing candidate.

 4.3.3.3  At least one of the following is true:
 4.3.3.3.1  The number of remaining continuing candidates plus the 

number of elected candidates is equal to the number of candidates to 
be elected, or 

 4.3.3.3.2  It is impossible to elect another candidate without eliminating 
all of the simultaneously defeated candidates 

 4.4  Choice voting deferral of surplus distribution
 4.4.1  Can reduce effort for manual counting with WIGM, especially for last one 

or two winners
 4.4.2  If allowed, should be optional

 5  Reporting
 5.1  Require timely reporting of results

 5.1.1  Election night preliminary results using full counting algorithm
 5.1.2  A computer count of 1 million ballots should take at most a few minutes, 

so this can be done multiple times on election night as precincts report
 5.2  Report results on the Internet.  

 5.2.1  In addition to reporting results in formats intended for human 
consumption, also report in interoperable formats, for example using Election 
Markup Language 10 (EML)

 5.2.2  Include publication of results on the Internet as part of pre-election logic 
and accuracy testing 11

 5.3  Summary report
 5.3.1  For each round: vote totals for each continuing or elected candidate, total 

continuing votes, overvotes, undervotes, exhausted votes, and total ballots.
 5.3.2  Winners listed first, other candidates listed in order of decreasing 

maximum vote total
 5.3.3  Rounds listed in reverse order, so the last, usually most decisive rounds 

and vote totals appear at the top left area of the vote totals.
 5.4  Vote total report

 5.4.1  For each candidate, the maximum number of votes, the round the 
candidate was defeated or elected, the percentage of continuing votes in that 
round 

 5.4.2  Winners listed first, other candidates listed in order of decreasing 
maximum vote total
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 5.4.3  Include a note that because of transfers, vote counts from different 
rounds may not total to the number of ballots counted and percentages may 
not total to 100%.

 5.4.4  Optionally augment with horizontal bar graphs of vote totals with transfers 
stacked by round.

 5.5  Avoid misleading reports of vote totals based only on first choice rankings.
 5.6  See election integrity section for additional reporting to support transparency 

and post-election auditing.
 6  Election Integrity: trustworthy elections through election transparency and public 

observation and verification.  Preferred standards for trustworthy elections may vary 
among jurisdictions.  The following suggestions highlight that high levels of 
transparency are achievable with ranked voting implementations.
 6.1  Follow best practices for trustworthy elections that are in common with other 

election methods
 6.2  In addition to reporting results in formats intended for human consumption, 

also report in interoperable formats, for example using Election Markup Language 
 6.3  For machine counted elections, publish contest ballot records, and 

comprehensive vote reports by precinct and/or other audit unit
 6.3.1  Contest ballot records list rankings for each ballot in a simple text file 

and/or a standardized structured text file, for example using Election Markup 
Language.
 6.3.1.1  Promptly publish on Internet as precincts report and/or ballots are 

centrally counted after the close of polls
 6.3.1.2  Allows verification of vote counting by members of the public using 

independent, open source software such as Choice Plus Pro 12, OpenSTV 13, 
and RcvCalc.

 6.3.2  Comprehensive reports are the same format as the summary report and 
are a summable decomposition of the summary report, by precinct and/or 
other audit unit.

 6.4  Manual counts as primary means of counting votes
 6.4.1  Allow as an option

 6.4.1.1  Possible for any ranked voting contest
 6.4.1.2  Feasible especially for smaller contests

 6.4.1.2.1  Manual count effort for IRV or choice voting with 5 or fewer 
winners is usually 1 to 4 times that of similar plurality contests

 6.4.1.2.2  Can be done at a central location or with a coordinated but 
decentralized count at each precinct.

 6.5  Post election audits
 6.5.1  Check initial vote counting with secondary manual count

 6.5.1.1  Audit against voter marked paper ballots or other voter verifiable 
paper audit trail

 6.5.1.2  100% of ballots for smaller elections
 6.5.1.3  Random sample of groups of ballots (audit units) for medium to 

large contests
 6.5.1.3.1  Audit unit may be a precinct or a subset of a precinct's ballots
 6.5.1.3.2  Audit unit ballot records and vote totals in comprehensive 

report should be published before random selection
 6.5.1.3.3  Manual count should use the elimination order for the contest 
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as a whole and not simply apply the counting algorithm to the audit 
unit in isolation

 6.5.1.4  Allow manual verification of all ballot rankings in the audit unit 
against published ballot records in lieu of manual count using counting 
algorithm, since the actual counting can be independently verified by the 
public.

 6.5.1.5  Promptly publish explanations on the Internet of all discrepancies 
and any reconciliation, even if reconciliation was just redoing part of the 
manual count

 6.6  Precinct to central collection/counting location:  verify ballot integrity using one 
of more of the following techniques involving public commitment at the precinct 
and verification at and public reporting from central collection/counting center, 
subject to post-election auditing:
 6.6.1  Vote totals by candidate for each separate preference level provides a 

weak verification
 6.6.2  Public observation and digital recording of ballot images at the precinct 

after close of polls (also an option for contests that are not ranked voting 
contests)

 6.6.3  For ballots that have been optically scanned or cast via DRE
 6.6.3.1  Contest ballot records
 6.6.3.2  Contest ballot records summarized by ranking pattern
 6.6.3.3  Cryptographic hash of contest ballot record file

 6.7  Allow and encourage local pilots of other emerging best practices, which are 
applicable for both for ranked voting and non-ranked voting contests
 6.7.1  Risk-limiting audits

 6.7.1.1  May involve minimal counting effort if audit units are individual 
ballots

 6.7.2  Recording and publishing digital images of ballots using generic document 
scanners, as for example the Humboldt County Election Transparency 
Project 14
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 Notes  

1.  Californians for Election Reform (CfER), http://cfer.org/

2.  San Francisco Voting System Task Force, http://www.sfgov2.org/index.aspx?page=1862

3.  San Francisco's Charter, Article XIII – Elections, Section 13.102 Instant Runoff 
Elections, http://library.municode.com/HTML/14130/level1/ARTXIIIEL.html

4.  Oakland's Charter, Article XI – Elections, Section 1105 Ranked Choice Voting, 
http://library.municode.com/HTML/16308/level2/THCHOA_ARTXIEL.html

5.  CfER supported bill for ranked voting pilots for general law cities, 
http://leginfo.ca.gov/pub/09-10/bill/asm/ab_1101-
1150/ab_1121_bill_20090825_amended_sen_v95.pdf

6.  California Secretary of State IRV Guidelines, http://www.sos.ca.gov/voting-
systems/oversight/directives/irv-guidelines.pdf

7.  Minneapolis Charter requiring use of RCV (IRV and STV), Chapter 2 Officers—Elections, 
Section 5B Voting Method, http://library1.municode.com/default-
test/DocView/11490/1/5/7

8.  Minneapolis Ordinances specifying RCV method, Title 8.5 Elections, Chapter 167 
Municipal Elections: Rules of Conduct, http://library1.municode.com/default-
test/DocView/11490/1/109/111

9.  Proportional Representation Foundation reference WIGM rule, 
http://prfound.org/resources/reference/reference-wigm-rule/

10.  Election Markup Language, based on XML, http://xml.coverpages.org/eml.html and 
http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=election

11.  Near real-time publication of preliminary results using EML, including pre-election 
publication of test results, for ranked voting elections administered by the Australian 
Election Commission, 
http://www.aec.gov.au/media/mediafeed/MediaFeedDocumentation.htm 

12.  Choice Plus Pro, http://www.votingsolutions.com/

13.  OpenSTV software, http://www.openstv.org/

14.  Humboldt County (California) Election Transparency Project, http://humtp.com/
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